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Scapes Siolim is a set of 14 beautifully designed
villas at a perfect location in North Goa.

It has an impeccable blend of luxury and aesthetics
which comes with key attributes such as privacy
where no villa looks into another, creating space for
every mood with indoor and outdoor dining/living,
private pools with every villa, open airy spaces
where the interior is the exterior, a garden within
the home, and 80 per cent of the structure being
glass walls. 

With the protected forest of Marna surrounding the retreat on three sides, each villa will always be nestled
in the midst of untouched nature. 

The Director of Scapes India Sameer Mutreja said, “Development needs to be done with extreme
responsibility towards the environment. The design needs to provide an experience and not just look
great. Scapes Realty India Pvt Ltd basis its core values on this ethos. With experientialism as its core
philosophy, Scapes believes 
that the truest experiences are located where the mindscape is in harmony with the landscape.”

The villas are fitted with top-of-the-line accoutrements from Kohler, Duravit, Daikin, Siemens and
Poggenpohl. Scapes’ high class maintenance will ensure that your gardens, pool and external areas
remain in perfect condition while you are away. Fitted with facilities befitting a five-star hotel including an
on call spa, an al-fresco café and other amenities, Scapes Siolim promises to be an exclusive retreat. 

Mutreja added, “Siolim Scapes will be a great community for 14 families by December 2015. This
exclusive community is meant for the discerning few, who have the luxury of choosing and we will further
enhance that.”

http://www.scapesindia.com/
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